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Voltage-gated ion channels generate electrical signals in species from bacteria to man. Their voltage-sensing
modules are responsible for initiation of action potentials and graded membrane potential changes in response
to synaptic input and other physiological stimuli. Extensive structure-function studies, structure determination,
and molecular modeling are now converging on a sliding-helix mechanism for electromechanical coupling in
which outward movement of gating charges in the S4 transmembrane segments catalyzed by sequential
formation of ion pairs pulls the S4-S5 linker, bends the S6 segment, and opens the pore. Impairment of
voltage-sensor function by mutations in Na+ channels contributes to several ion channelopathies, and gating
pore current conducted bymutant voltage sensors in NaV1.4 channels is the primary pathophysiological mecha-
nism in hypokalemic periodic paralysis. The emerging structuralmodel for voltage sensor function opens theway
todevelopmentofanewgenerationof ion-channeldrugs thatactonvoltagesensors rather thanblocking thepore.Introduction
Electrical signaling in biology, from bacteria to man, depends on
the rapid, highly sensitive response of voltage-gated ion chan-
nels to small changes in membrane potential. Voltage-gated
ion channels derive their steep voltage dependence of activation
from electrically driven movement of positively charged amino
acid residues outward across the membrane in response to
depolarization. In their landmark papers on voltage-clamp anal-
ysis of Na+ currents in the squid giant axon, Hodgkin and Huxley
predicted that activation of the Na+ conductance must involve
movement of charged particles, now termed ‘‘gating charges,’’
across the membrane electrical field (Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952). The gating charge movements predicted by Hodgkin
and Huxley were first directly measured for voltage-gated Na+
channels (Armstrong, 1981; Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1973;
Keynes and Rojas, 1974), and present estimates indicate move-
ment of 12–16 positive charges outward across the electric field
during gating of Na+ or K+ channels (Bezanilla, 2000; Kuzmenkin
et al., 2004). The essence of understanding the molecular and
structural basis for voltage-dependent gating is defining the
electromechanical coupling mechanism through which these
gating charges move across the membrane and initiate channel
activation. This review will address four main questions:
d Which amino acid residues serve as gating charges and
where are they positioned?
d What is the catalytic mechanism that mediates their
transmembrane movement?
d What is the structural basis for gating charge movement
and coupling to pore opening?
d How does dysfunction of ion channel voltage sensors
impact neurological disease?
Discovery of the Voltage Sensors and Gating Charges
of Ion Channels
Biochemical studies using neurotoxins as molecular probes led
to discovery of the voltage-gated Na+ channel protein andreconstitution of its voltage-dependent gating and ion conduc-
tance from purified protein and phospholipid components
(Catterall, 1984; Hartshorne and Catterall, 1984; Hartshorne
et al., 1985; Tamkun et al., 1984). Determination of the primary
structure of the voltage-gated Na+ channel from Electrophorus
electricus electroplax revealed a protein of more than 1800
amino acid residues in length, arranged in four repeated domains
(I–IV) (Noda et al., 1984). These four domains are arrayed around
a central pore, as observed in more recent cryo-electron
microscopic images (Figure 1A, left; Sato et al., 2001). Each
homologous domain was predicted to contain six a-helical
segments (S1–S6; Noda et al., 1984). Four of the six a-helical
segments in each domain were proposed to be in transmem-
brane orientation, whereas the S3–S4 helical hairpin was
proposed to project into the cytosol because of its hydrophilic
character (Noda et al., 1984). The S4 segment in each domain
was shown to contain four to seven repeated three-residue
motifs of a positive charge (usually arginine) followed by two
hydrophobic amino acid residues (Noda et al., 1984). The striking
concentration of positive charge in this a-helical segment led to
the suggestion that it may be involved in voltage-dependent
gating (Noda et al., 1984), but its placement in the cytosol
outside the membrane electric field would not allow these
positively charged residues to serve as gating charges.
The primary structure of the Na+ channel led directly to devel-
opment of models for voltage sensor function and eventually to
structure-function studies to test those models. Two models
proposed that the S4 segments have a transmembrane orienta-
tion and that the positively charged residues within them serve
as the gating charges, moving outward across the membrane
in response to depolarization and thereby initiating the activation
process (Catterall, 1986a, 1986b; Guy and Seetharamulu, 1986).
These proposals presaged the idea that the S1-S4 segments
serve as the voltage-sensing module while the S5 and S6
segments serve as the pore-forming module and eventually led
to the now-familiar six-transmembrane-segment structuralNeuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 915
Figure 1. Na+ Channels, Conserved Gating Charges, and Gating Models
(A) (Left) Drawing from a low-resolution electron microscopic image of a purified Na+ channel, as seen from the extracellular and intramembrane perspectives
(Sato et al., 2001). (Right) Transmembrane folding diagram of a single domain of a NaV channel or a single subunit of a KV channel.
(B) Amino acid sequences of S2 and S4 segments illustrating conserved gating charges (R1–R4, bold), interacting negative charges (An1 and An2, bold), and
a conserved phenylalanine residue (underline).
(C) Sliding-helix model of gating (Catterall, 1986a, 1986b). (Left) The S4 segment in domain IV of NaV channels drawn as an a helix. Note that this S4 segment is
exceptional in having seven potential gating charges. (Right) The S4 segment drawn as a cylinder with a ribbon of positive charge around it conferred by the
arginine gating charges, which are neutralized by negative charges from surrounding transmembrane segments. Changes in membrane voltage cause the S4
segment to move out or in along a spiral path so that gating charges exchange ion pair partners.
(D) Sliding-helix model with a focused field (Catterall, 2000). The S4 segment is depicted within a voltage sensor that has aqueous vestibules on the extracellular
and intracellular sides separated by a tightly fitting narrow waist that seals the voltage sensor and generates a focused electrical field along its length.
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right). Determination of the primary structure of the Shaker K+
channel fromDrosophila revealed that it is analogous in structure
to one domain of a Na+ channel (Tempel et al., 1987), further
solidifying the concept that this six-transmembrane-segment
structure is the functional unit for the voltage-gated ion channel
superfamily.
The Sliding Helix-Helical Screw Model for Voltage
Sensor Function
How can an S4 segment containing four to seven positive
charges at three-residue intervals be stabilized in a transmem-
brane environment and move outward to translocate the gating
charges across the membrane electric field? Relying on thermo-
dynamic and structural considerations, respectively, the ‘‘sliding
helix’’ (Catterall, 1986a, 1986b) and ‘‘helical screw’’ (Guy and
Seetharamulu, 1986) models for voltage sensor function arrived
at similar solutions to this conceptual problem. The charged resi-
dues in the S4 segments were proposed to form ion pairs with
negatively charged amino acid residues in the neighboring S1,
S2, and/or S3 segments (Figures 1B and 1C). In this configura-
tion, the positively charged residues in the S4 segment are drawn
inward by the electrostatic force of the negative internal resting
membrane potential. Upon depolarization, this electrostatic
force is relieved, and the S4 segments move outward along916 Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.a spiral path such that each positively charged amino acid
residue in the S4 segment makes a series of ion pairs with
negative charges (Figure 1C). This arrangement resolves the
thermodynamic dilemma presented by placement of the gating
charges in the S4 segments in a transmembrane position, and
the isoenergetic exchange of ion pair partners provides a low-
energy pathway for gating charge movement. This proposed
model for gating charge movement, hereinafter termed the
sliding-helix model for brevity, makes four testable predictions:
d the positively charged residues in S4 serve as the gating
charges
d the S4 segment is in a transmembrane position in both
resting and activated states
d the S4 segment moves outward and rotates during
activation
d the positive charges in the S4 segment form ion pairs
sequentially with negative charges in neighboring trans-
membrane segments
Structure-Function Studies of Voltage Sensors
Structure-function studies have now rigorously tested these
predictions of the sliding-helix model and provided a functional
template to correlate with newly emerging structural data. To
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channels, the four most highly conserved arginine gating
charges in the S4 segments are designated R1–R4, and two
key negatively charged in the S2 segment are designated anion
1 (An1) and anion 2 (An2) (Figure 1B).
The Primary Gating Charges Are the Arginine
and Lysine Residues in the S4 Segments
If the arginine and lysine residues in the S4 segments are the
primary gating charges, neutralization of these charges by
site-directed mutagenesis should reduce the steepness of
voltage-dependent gating and alter its position on the voltage
axis. Neutralization of single S4 gating charges of NaV1.2 chan-
nels and Shaker K+ channels reduced the steepness of voltage-
dependent activation and substantially shifted its voltage
dependence (Logothetis et al., 1992; Papazian et al., 1991;
Stu¨hmer et al., 1989). Subsequent studies of K+ channels, in
which the effects of mutation of gating charges on gating current
were measured directly, provided definitive evidence that the S4
positive charges are the primary charges and also suggested an
important role for a highly conserved negatively charged residue
(An2) in the S2 segment (Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh
et al., 1996).
The S4 Segment Is in a Transmembrane Position
in Both Resting and Activated States
A crucial tenet of the sliding-helix model is that the S4 segment
remains in a transmembrane position as it translocates the
gating charges across the membrane electric field. The intracel-
lular end of the S4 segment is restricted to an intracellular posi-
tion because of its tight covalent connection to the N-terminal
end of the S5 segment, which forms the outer circumference
of the pore-forming module. Therefore, the primary question
concerning the transmembrane position of the S4 segment is
the location of its extracellular end.
a-scorpion toxins are hydrophilic proteins of 70 amino acid
residues, which bind to a specific receptor site on the extracel-
lular surface of Na+ channels and prevent coupling of activation
to fast inactivation (Catterall, 1980). They bindwith high affinity to
the resting state of Na+ channels, and they are displaced from
their binding site by depolarization to membrane potentials
that cause channel activation (Catterall, 1979). Site-directed
mutagenesis studies show that these toxins bind to the S3–S4
linker in domain IV of Na+ channels (Figure 2B; Rogers et al.,
1996) and reduce the gating charge movement of this voltage
sensor (Sheets et al., 1999). Therefore, this site must be available
on the extracellular side of the membrane in the resting state. b-
scorpion toxins also bind to the Na+ channel in the resting state,
through a receptor site including the S3–S4 linker in domain II,
and they enhance activation by trapping the voltage sensor
in domain II in the activated state (Ceste`le et al., 1998, 2006).
Protoxin II binds to the S3–S4 linker in domain II of Na+ channels
in the resting state and opposes activation and gating charge
movement (Schmalhofer et al., 2008; Sokolov et al., 2008a).
u-agatoxin IVA binds to the S3–S4 linker in domain IV of
CaV2.1 channels in the resting state and opposes activation of
the channel (Bourinet et al., 1999; Winterfield and Swartz,
2000). Hanatoxin and related cysteine-knot toxins bind to the
S3–S4 linker of K+ channels in the resting state and oppose acti-
vation (Lee et al., 2003; Li-Smerin et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2005;Swartz and MacKinnon, 1997). These results with a range of
toxins and channels strengthen the conclusion that the S3–S4
linker and the N-terminal end of S4 segment are located on the
extracellular side of the membrane in the resting state of the
voltage sensor.
The extracellular location of the S3–S4 linker in the resting
state is also supported by other experimental approaches. Inser-
tion of antibody epitopes in the intracellular and extracellular
loops of the Shaker K+ channel followed by immunocytochem-
ical localization of the labeled channels expressed in Xenopus
oocytes showed that the S3–S4 linker is extracellular in the
resting state (Shih and Goldin, 1997). In addition, covalent
labeling studies discussed in the next section (Larsson et al.,
1996; Yang et al., 1996; Yusaf et al., 1996) also support a trans-
membrane localization of the S4 segment in both resting and
activated states.
The conclusion that neurotoxins bind to the S3–S4 linker at
the extracellular surface of the Na+, Ca2+, and K+ channels
in the resting state has been challenged, based on the idea
that the toxins may insert into the lipid bilayer and approach their
binding site from the hydrophobic phase of the membrane (Lee
and MacKinnon, 2004). Their experiments show that the
cysteine-knot toxin VsTx-1 from tarantula binds to phospholipid
vesicles in vitro, at least in buffers with 150 mM K+ and no Na+ or
divalent cations (Lee and MacKinnon, 2004). This mechanism
seems unlikely for scorpion toxins because of their size and
hydrophilicity, and evidence against lipid partitioning by purified
scorpion toxins has been presented (Cohen et al., 2006). More-
over, in reconstitution of purified Na+ channels, it was found that
phospholipid vesicles did not bind a-scorpion toxin with high
affinity, whereas addition of the purified Na+ channel to the vesi-
cles effectively reconstituted high-affinity, voltage-dependent
toxin binding (Tamkun et al., 1984). These results strongly
support specific binding of a-scorpion toxins to their receptor
site on the Na+ channel protein with no evidence of high-affinity
binding to phospholipids. On the other hand, hanatoxin and
related tarantula toxins have a hydrophobic surface that parti-
tions part way into the lipid phase and may allow the toxin to
approach its binding site by diffusion in the lipid bilayer (Milescu
et al., 2007). This characteristic may contribute to toxin-binding
affinity by increasing the local concentration of toxin at the
surface of the membrane, but it does not account for the high-
affinity component of toxin binding and action when physiolog-
ical salt concentrations are present (Milescu et al., 2007).
The S4 Segment Moves Outward and Rotates
during Activation
The motion of the S4 segment has been probed by chemical
labeling studies and by real-time measurements of fluorescence
quenching and energy transfer. In the first experiments onmove-
ment of the S4 segment, a cysteine residue was substituted
for the outermost gating-charge-carrying arginine residue (R1)
in the S4 segment of domain IV of the skeletal muscle NaV1.4
channel (Yang and Horn, 1995). At the resting membrane poten-
tial, perfusion of cysteine-reactive methanethiosulfonate (MTS)
reagents outside of the cell had no effect on the Na+ current. In
contrast, depolarization of the cell allowed reaction of the
substituted cysteine with hydrophilic MTS reagents, which was
revealed as an increase in the rate of inactivation (Yang andNeuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 917
Figure 2. Evidence Supporting the Sliding-Helix Model of Gating
(A) Gating chargemeasurements fromgating current recordings onShakerK+channels (Seoh et al., 1996). The potential gating charges indicatedwere neutralized
by mutation, and the gating current was measured and plotted in terms of equivalent gating charge, which was reduced by the indicated mutations (*).
(B) Drawing of the receptor site for a-scorpion toxin binding to the resting state of NaV channels as determined from site-directed mutagenesis and antibody
mapping (Rogers et al., 1996).
(C) Real-time recordings of gating movements of S4 segments from fluorescent probes covalently attached to cysteine residues that were substituted for amino
acid residues at the extracellular end of the S4 segment ofShakerK+ channels (Glauner et al., 1999). The two traces represent fluorescence change for donor alone
versus donor plus acceptor. The difference represents fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), a measure of the relative distance between sites of incor-
poration of fluorescent probes. Fluorescent probes were incorporated at positions 356 or 359 as indicated, six or three residues upstream (and therefore extra-
cellular) of the R1 gating charge (R362), respectively.
(D) Rates of disulfide locking for interaction of R3 and An1 (blue), R4 and An2 (green), and R4 and An1 (red) (DeCaen et al., 2008, 2009). The abscissa is normalized
time in units of tactivation.
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accessibility method’’ (Karlin and Akabas, 1998) on Na+ chan-
nels showed that the R2 and R3 gating charges were accessible
to modification by hydrophilic MTS reagents from the inside of
the cell in the resting state but became accessible to modifica-
tion by the same MTS reagents from the outside of the cell after
depolarization (Yang et al., 1996). The substituted cysteine
accessibility method was also applied to movement of voltage
sensors of voltage-gated K+ channels (Larsson et al., 1996;
Yusaf et al., 1996). As for Na+ channels, these studies showed
that arginine gating charges move from being accessible on
the intracellular side of the membrane to accessible on the
extracellular side of the membrane during activation, and only
a short section of S4 is occluded from reaction at any one
time. Together, these results provided clear evidence for
outward movement of the S4 segment across the membrane
permeability barrier during activation of the channel and led to918 Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.the concept that only a narrow waist of the S4 segment is pro-
tected from reaction with hydrophilic MTS reagents at one
time. These results strongly suggested that there are hydrophilic
vestibules at either end of the voltage sensor, which accommo-
date the outer and inner gating charges, while the membrane
electric field primarily drops across a short central ‘‘gating
pore’’ through which the S4 segment translocates. A revised
version of the sliding-helix model accommodates these results
(Figure 1D; Catterall, 2000; Yang et al., 1997).
The position of the S3 segment relative to the S4 segment has
also been probed by the substituted cysteine accessibility
method (Nguyen and Horn, 2002). Substitution of amino acid
residues sequentially from the outer end of the S3 segment in
domain IV of the NaV1.4 channel with cysteine, followed by reac-
tion with hydrophilic MTS reagents, showed that the outermost
four amino acid residues in S3 were accessible from outside
the cell in both resting and activated states (Nguyen and Horn,
Neuron
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relative to the S5 segment during activation of Shaker K+ chan-
nels, as assessed by disulfide crosslinking of substituted
cysteine residues (Gandhi et al., 2003). These results support
the concept that the S3 segment does not move substantially
outward or inward during activation of the voltage sensor and
imply that the S4 segment must move with respect to the S3
segment during activation.
The exposure of the S4 segments to the hydrophilic environ-
ment of the extracellular solution and the rotation of the S4
segment have been recorded in real time by fluorescent labeling
experiments (Figure 2C; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997; Mannuzzu
et al., 1996). These fluorescent labeling studies showed that
several amino acid residues within the S4 segment move
outward into a hydrophilic environment during activation of the
voltage sensors of Shaker K+ channels on the millisecond time-
scale of channel activation. More detailed studies of channels
labeled at multiple positions along the S4 helix provided
evidence for both outward translocation and rotation of the S4
segment up to 180 during activation (Cha et al., 1999; Glauner
et al., 1999). These results supported both outward translocation
and substantial rotation of the S4 segment on the millisecond
timescale of activation, as predicted in the sliding-helix model,
but they did not define the distance or mechanism of S4 move-
ment.
The Gating Charges in the S4 Segment Form Ion Pairs
Sequentially with Negative Charges in Surrounding
Transmembrane Segments during Activation
The energetic cost of placing the four positive gating charges of
the S4 segment in a transmembrane position is enormous, and
outward movement of these gating charges through a hydro-
phobic environment would be energetically prohibitive. There-
fore, a key question is how the gating charges are stabilized in
their transmembrane position and how their outward movement
is catalyzed. The sliding-helix model of gating addresses these
requirements through ion pair formation. The gating charges
are proposed to be stabilized in the transmembrane environment
by ion pair formation, and their outward movement is proposed
to be catalyzed by sequential, isoenergetic exchange of ion pair
partners. The first evidence in favor of ion pair formation came
from studies of charge reversal mutations in the Shaker K+
channel (Papazian et al., 1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 2000).
Neutralization of the S4 gating charges prevented functional
expression of themutant channels, apparently due tomisfolding,
retention in the endoplasmic reticulum, and degradation.
However, paired mutations in which gating charges were con-
verted to negative charges and An1 or An2 in the S2 segment
were converted to positive charges rescued functional expres-
sion. Paired charge reversal mutations of An1 with R3 impaired
activation while pairing with R4 enhanced activation, consistent
with outwardmovement of the S4 segment relative to An1 during
activation. These results show that paired charge reversal
mutations are required for stable folding and expression of K+
channels and support the conclusion that the gating charges
must be paired with a negative charge to stabilize their trans-
membrane position.
Recent work from a different experimental approach demon-
strates outward helical movement of the S4 transmembranesegment and sequential formation of ion pairs on the millisecond
timescale of channel activation. Disulfide bond formation
between substituted cysteine residues requires their sulfur
atoms to approach within 2 A˚, providing a high-resolution
method of analysis of intramolecular interactions. Experiments
using this method demonstrated sequential formation of ion
pairs between the R3 and R4 gating charges and both An1 and
An2 in the S2 segment during activation of the bacterial Na+
channel NaChBac (DeCaen et al., 2008, 2009). Analysis of the
time course of disulfide locking showed that disulfide bond
formation occurs on the millisecond timescale at nearly the
rate of channel activation. R4 interacts first with An2 and then
with An1 during activation of the channel, and R3 interacts with
An1 at essentially the same time and voltage as R4 interacts
with An2. These results require an outward helical movement
of the S4 segment to place the substituted cysteine residues in
position to form ion pairs sequentially with An2 and then An1
during activation.
In contrast to these results with the R3 and R4 gating charges,
paired cysteine mutations of the R1 and R2 gating charges form
disulfide bonds with cysteine residues substituted for An1, but
the resulting channels are recognized as misfolded and
degraded (DeCaen et al., Biophys. Soc. abstract, 2010). In
contrast, disulfide bonding of a cysteine substituted for a hydro-
phobic residue adjacent to R1 with An1 locks the channel in a
resting state, fromwhich it can be released by disulfide-reducing
agents (DeCaen et al., Biophys. abstract, 2010). These results
provide further support for formation of an ion pair between R1
and An1 in a resting state. Evidently, the S4 segment moves
outward during activation from an inward position in which R1
interacts with An1 to an outward position in which R4 interacts
with An1, and the R1–R4 gating charges interact sequentially
with An2 and then An1 to form ion pairs as S4 moves.
Gating Pore Current as a Structural Probe
of Voltage Sensor Function
In the sliding-helix model, outward movement of gating charges
is mediated by sequential formation of ion pairs, which provides
a low-energy pathway through the voltage sensor. In this sense,
the voltage sensor acts as a catalyst whose substrates are the
arginine gating charges. Remarkably, mutations of the R1 and
R2 gating charges to smaller, uncharged residues, thereby
removing the substrate of the voltage sensor catalytic site,
induce a leak current through the mutant voltage sensor, termed
omega current or gating pore current. In the Shaker K+ channel,
mutations of gating charges to histidines caused a proton leak
current through the voltage sensor (Starace and Bezanilla,
2004), and substitution of the R1 gating charge with smaller
hydrophilic residues caused a nonselective cationic gating
pore current in the resting state (Tombola et al., 2007; Tombola
et al., 2005). In the brain NaV1.2 channel, mutation of both R1
and R2 gating charges to glutamine was required to observe
substantial gating pore current in the resting state (Figure 3A,
red; Sokolov et al., 2005). In both Na+ and K+ channels, depolar-
ization of themembrane to cause activation of the voltage sensor
blocked the gating pore current caused by mutations of R1 and
R2, consistent with the model that outward movement of the S4
segment moves the defective R1 and R2 gating charges out of
the voltage sensor and plugs the leak.Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 919
Figure 3. Gating Pore Current
(A) Normalized gating pore current, measured in
the presence of tetrodotoxin to block the central
pore, as a function of holding potential for wild-
type NaV1.2 channels (black), NaV1.2/R1Q,R2Q
(red), and NaV1.2/R2Q,R3Q (blue) (Sokolov et al.,
2005).
(B) Normalized gating pore current as in (A) for
HypoPP mutants of R1 and R2 (red) or NormoPP
mutants of R3 (blue) (Sokolov et al., 2007, 2008b).
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charges to glutamine induces gating pore current in the activated
state, which appears upon depolarization and activation of the
channel and is blocked by repolarization to return the channel
to the resting state (Figure 3A, blue; Sokolov et al., 2005). These
results indicate that outward movement of the defective R2 and
R3 gating charges into the gating pore upon activation causes
an ionic leak through the voltage sensor, which is blocked by
repolarization to return them to their resting position. Similarly,
Gamal El-Din et al. found that paired mutations of two arginine
gating charges in Shaker K+ channels to smaller residues are
generally required to induce gating pore current (Gamal El-Din
et al., 2010). The previously observed gating pore current
measured for mutations of the R1 gating charge alone (Tombola
et al., 2005) depends on the location of a small, uncharged amino
acid residue (alanine) in the 3 position (R0) in the Shaker amino
acid sequence (Gamal El-Din et al., 2010). Substitution of paired
small residues at positions R0–R1, R1–R2, and R2–R3 all induce
gating pore current, and progressively stronger depolarizations
are required to generate gating pore current from the more
inward paired mutants (Gamal El-Din et al., 2010). Altogether,
these studies of gating pore currents argue persuasively that
depolarization forces the S4 segment to move outward, sequen-
tially placing pairedmutant gating charges in the gating pore and
generating gating pore current. Only an outwardmotion of the S4
segment through the gating pore can easily accommodate these
results (Gamal El-Din et al., 2010; Sokolov et al., 2005).
Structural Studies of Voltage Sensors
Analysis of ion channel structure and function has been revolu-
tionized by the availability of high-resolution structural informa-
tion from X-ray crystallography and by homology and ab-initio
molecular modeling based on those structures.
The KVAP Channel
The first high-resolution structure of a voltage-gated ion channel
was the small bacterial K+ channel KVAP (Jiang et al., 2003a).
This structure was surprising in several respects. The state of
the channel depicted in the crystal structure had the voltage-
sensing module lying on its side, nearly parallel to the surface
of a hypothetical lipid bilayer. This position of the S3–S4 helical
hairpin, lying on its side near the inner surface of the membrane,920 Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.implied that the voltage sensor was in the
resting state, yet the pore-forming
module was in the open state. The posi-
tion of the S3–S4 helical hairpin sug-
gested a novel gating mechanism in
which the S3–S4 helical hairpin wouldmove through the phospholipid bilayer with a ‘‘paddle’’ motion
to translocate gating charges across the membrane, reaching
a transmembrane position only in the activated state (Jiang
et al., 2003b). This paddle model was supported by a structure
of the separate voltage-sensing module without the pore-form-
ing module attached (Jiang et al., 2003a, 2003b), in which
the innermost gating charges formed ion pairs with the outer-
most negative charge An1 in the S2 segment, but this structure
was also consistent with the proposed activated state in the
sliding-helix gating model.
Although the paddle model of voltage sensor function fit the
KVAP structure, it seemed incompatible with other experimental
evidence. First, the voltage sensor was in the resting state while
the pore was open, suggesting a nonnative state of the channel
in the crystal structure. Second, the position of the S3–S4 helical
hairpin was inconsistent with strong evidence that the S3–S4
linkers form the receptor sites for scorpion toxins on Na+ chan-
nels and hanatoxin on K+ channels, which are available for toxin
binding at the extracellular surface in the resting state of these
channels. Moreover, the paddle mechanism also seemed incon-
sistent with chemical labeling studies showing that at least two
of the S4 gating charges are protected from labeling from the
intracellular side of the membrane in the resting state of Na+
and K+ channels (Larsson et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996). Subse-
quent structural work has led to the probable conclusion that the
KVAP structure did indeed represent a nonnative state of the
channel and its voltage sensor (Lee et al., 2005).
The KV1.2 Channel and KV1.2/2.1 Chimera
In a landmark advance for this field, Long et al. succeeded in
determining the high-resolution structure of the KV1.2 channel
by X-ray crystallography (Long et al., 2005a, 2005b) and followed
up that work with a structure of a chimera of the KV1.2/KV2.1
channels at even higher resolution (Long et al., 2007). In these
structures, the S1–S6 segments are all in a transmembrane posi-
tion, the S6 segments are bent, the pore is open, and the S4
segment is located in a transmembrane position with its inner-
most gating charges in a gating pore in the center of the voltage
sensor (Figure 4A), as expected for an activated state with an
open pore. An unexpected feature of the structure of the KV1.2
channel was separation of the voltage-sensing and pore-forming
modules of the individual subunits (Long et al., 2005a). Each
Figure 4. Structural Models of KV1.2 Channels in Activated and
Resting States
The structure of the KV1.2 channel in an activated state was determined by
X-ray crystallography, and its structure in a closed state was modeled using
the ROSETTA Membrane method.
(A) Structure of the of Kv1.2 channel determined by X-ray crystallography
(Long et al., 2005b). The voltage-sensing and pore-forming modules of two
subunits are indicated in a cross-section through the structure normal to the
plane of the membrane. Note the labels indicating that the voltage-sensing
module of subunit 4 interacts with the pore-forming module of subunit 1 (left)
while the voltage-sensing module of subunit 2 interacts with the pore-forming
module of subunit 3 (right). Transmembrane segments are colored: S1, dark
blue; S2, light blue-green; S3, light green; S4, dark green; S5, yellow-green;
S6, orange. The S4-S5 linkers covalently connecting pore-forming and
voltage-sensing modules are highlighted in magenta. Positions of the Cb
atoms of gating charge-carrying arginines in S4 (labeled as R1 through R4
and colored purple) and negatively charged residues in S2 (labeled E1
[for An1] and E2 [for An2] and colored brown) are shown in sphere represen-
tation.
(B) Rosetta Membrane resting-state model of KV1.2 channel (Pathak et al.,
2007; Yarov-Yarovoy et al., 2006a). The model is colored and labeled as in (A).
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forming module of the adjacent subunit in the clockwise
direction as viewed from the extracellular side (Figure 4A). This
surprising structure implies that voltage-dependent conforma-
tional changes in the voltage-sensing module may be communi-
cated to the pore-forming module of the neighboring subunit,which could provide the molecular basis for concerted opening
of the pore to a single full-conductance state by a linked confor-
mational change in all four subunits, as predicted by detailed
gating models (Zagotta et al., 1994).
Phospholipids and Voltage Sensor Function
An essential role for phospholipids in the structure and function
of voltage-gatedNa+ channels was suggested by early biochem-
ical experiments in which specific phospholipid combinations
were required for reconstitution of ion conductance, voltage-
dependent toxin binding, and voltage-dependent gating of
purified Na+ channels (Hartshorne et al., 1985; Tamkun et al.,
1984). Consistent with this requirement for specific lipids, the
high-resolution structure of a KV1.2/2.1 chimera revealed intrin-
sically bound phospholipid molecules (Long et al., 2007). These
bound phospholipids are seen around the waist of the protein
where it contacts the phospholipid bilayer and also in the internal
and external vestibules in the voltage sensor (Long et al., 2007).
The phospholipid head groups are in position to serve as ion pair
partners of gating charges at the intracellular and extracellular
surfaces of the membrane, but not within the core of the
voltage-sensing module. Evidence that phospholipid head
groups can affect voltage-dependent gating supports an impor-
tant role for these bound lipids in voltage sensor function (Cohen
et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006).
Structural Models of the Resting States
of Voltage Sensors
Only the structure of the activated voltage sensor has been
determined to date (Long et al., 2005a, 2007), although these
activated voltage-sensor structures may have been captured in
the context of the open state or the inactivated state of the
channel as a whole. It is not surprising that only the activated
state of the voltage sensor has been visualized in these struc-
tures, because the activated state is stable in the absence of
a membrane potential, as in a protein crystal, whereas genera-
tion of the resting state requires a negative internal membrane
potential in the range of 80 mV. Consequently, structural
modeling has been used to develop high-resolution models for
the resting state. The Rosetta Membrane ab initio structural
modeling program, which successfully predicts the structures
of many complex membrane proteins (Yarov-Yarovoy et al.,
2006b), was used to predict the resting state structure of KV1.2
(Yarov-Yarovoy et al., 2006a). The pore was constrained to be
in the closed conformation, based on the structure of the bacte-
rial K+ channel KcsA (Doyle et al., 1998), and the position of the
S4 segment was constrained by the well-established interaction
between the R1 gating charge and An1 in the S2 segment, which
is required for folding and functional expression (Papazian et al.,
1995). The resulting molecular model shows the S4 segment in
a transmembrane position, with the R1 gating charge forming
an ion pair with An1 (Figure 4B; Yarov-Yarovoy et al., 2006a).
Additional molecular modeling revealed a second resting state
structure with the S4 segment drawn even farther toward the
intracellular side of the membrane (Pathak et al., 2007). Struc-
tural models of the resting states of NaChBac and the plant
KAT channel have also been derived from homology modeling
methods (Shafrir et al., 2008a, 2008b). The structure of the
activated state of KV1.2 plus these models of resting states of
KV1.2 and related channels provide the starting point forNeuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 921
Figure 5. Stepwise Movement of the S4
Segment through the Gating Pore during
Activation of the Bacterial Na+ Channel
NaChBac
(A) Molecular models of the series of ion pair
interactions in the voltage sensor during activa-
tion. For each interaction confirmed by disulfide-
locking experiments, the relevant gating charge
(R1, R2, R3, R4) was constrained to form an ion
pair with An1, and the voltage sensor was
modeled using the Rosetta membrane algorithm
(DeCaen et al., 2008, 2009). Positions of the Cb
atoms of gating charge-carrying arginines in S4
(labeled as R1 through R4 and colored blue) and
negatively charged residues in S2 (labeled D1
and E2 and colored red) are shown in sphere
representation.
(B) Expanded view of gating pore structure with S2
in a-helical conformation and S4 in 310 helical
conformation as predicted by Rosetta modeling.
(C) Gating pore structure as in (B) with the muta-
tions R1Q and R2Q.
(D) Gating pore structure as in (B) with the HypoPP
R2G mutation.
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Reviewstructural models of the voltage-sensing mechanism. Movies
depicting the gating transition from resting to activated states
are available as Supporting Information for Yarov-Yarovoy
et al. (2006a).
Catalytic Mechanism of the Voltage Sensor
Catalysis of S4 Movement
In the sliding-helix model, outward movement of the gating
charges in the S4 segment proceeds as a stepwise exchange of
ion pair partners, and sequential formation of ion pairs during acti-
vation of NaChBac has been directly demonstrated in disulfide-
locking experiments (DeCaen et al., 2008, 2009). Therefore,
molecular models for each step of the outward movement of the
gating charges can be developed using formation of ion pairs as
a structural constraint (DeCaen et al., 2009; Yarov-Yarovoy et al.,
Biophys. Soc. abstract, 2010). These structural models show the
stepwisemovement of theS4segmentoutward through thegating
porewith sequential formation of ion pairs at each step (Figure 5A).
The results of disulfide-locking experiments indicate that the
R3 gating charge interacts with An1 with the same kinetics and
voltage dependence as R4 interacts with An2, suggesting that
these two ion pair interactions occur simultaneously in the gating
pore (Figure 2D; DeCaen et al., 2009). The structure of the acti-
vated voltage sensor of the KV1.2/KV2.1 chimera contains a short
stretch of the S4 segment in the gating pore in the 310 helical
conformation (Long et al., 2007), and both molecular dynamics
simulations and EPR studies of cysteine-substituted mutants
suggest that the S4 segment forms a segment of 310 helix in
the resting state as well (Chakrapani et al., 2010; Khalili-Araghi
et al., 2010). Placement of this short section of 310 helical confor-
mation in the gating pore allows the dual interaction of R3/An1
and R4/An2 by stretching these two gating charges farther apart
and placing themon exactly the same side of the S4 helix to facil-
itate interaction with An1 and A2 (Figure 5B). Each of the pairs of922 Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.gating charges (R1–R2, R2–R3, and R3–R4) is hypothesized to
adopt this stretched 310 helical conformation transiently as the
S4 segment moves outward through the gating pore, allowing
each gating charge to ‘‘stretch out’’ to make its next ion pair
interaction. In the inner and outer vestibules on either side of
the gating pore, the S4 segment may retain its a-helical
conformation and the two ends of the S4 segment may rotate
as it moves outward. Therefore, in this structural version of the
sliding-helix model, the outward movement is not entirely
screw-like; instead, the two ends of the helix move in a screw-
likemanner while the center section, about 9 A˚ in length, unwinds
to a 310 helix and moves outward linearly. This form of outward
movement diminishes the total rotation of the S4 segment
required for gating charge movement because a section of the
S4 segment remains in the 310 conformation within the gating
pore in the fully activated state and never adopts the a-helical
conformation on the extracellular side of the gating pore. Impor-
tantly, this processive, transient formation of 310 helix also allows
productive ion pair interaction of two gating charges in the gating
pore simultaneously while the intervening hydrophobic residues
point away from An1 and An2 (Figure 5B). Although a 310 helix is
not as stable as an alpha helix, the extent of 310 helix remains the
same in all states in this model so there is no net energetic cost of
breaking alpha helix and making 310 helix. This stretching of the
S4 segment serves an analogous purpose to stretching of cova-
lent bonds in an enzyme catalytic site—provision of a low-energy
pathway between the initial state and the final state. Thus, the
catalytic site of the voltage sensor (i.e., the gating pore) neutral-
izes the gating charges and unwinds and stretches the S4
segment as it moves outward, providing an isoenergetic, hydro-
philic pathway for gating charge translocation across the
focused membrane electric field.
Recent structure-function studies of Shaker K+ channels
provide additional insight into the mechanism of S4 movement
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all voltage sensors has a conserved phenylalanine residue posi-
tioned between the two negative charges that form ion pairs with
gating charges on the same face of the alpha helix (underlined in
Figure 1B; Tao et al., 2010). Mutation of this phenylalanine to
other natural and unnatural amino acid residues shows that
a rigid aromatic or an aliphatic cyclohexane ring in this position
is essential for normal voltage sensor function in ShakerK+ chan-
nels (Tao et al., 2010). Other substitutions shift the voltage
dependence of activation to more positive voltages, out of the
physiological range. Because the cyclohexane ring is not well-
suited for direct interaction with gating charges, these results
suggest that the native phenylalanine residue serves a structural
role as part of the seal to assure smooth S4 movement through
the gating pore without ionic leakage.
Length of the Gating Pore
How long is the narrow section of the gating pore that protects
the S4 gating charges from their hydrophobic environment?
Chemical labeling studies showed that only two gating charges
are protected from the aqueous environment simultaneously,
as assessed by reaction of substituted cysteine residues with
MTS reagents (Glauner et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1996). These
results led to the proposal that the S4 segment moves through
a short gating pore that connects external and internal hydro-
philic vestibules (Figure 1D; Yang et al., 1997). This proposal
derives further support from measurements of a focused electri-
cal field in the center of the gating pore, in which the membrane
electrical potential drops from near maximum to near zero over a
distance of 4-10 A˚ (Ahern and Horn, 2005; Campos et al., 2007;
Starace and Bezanilla, 2004). Thus, these structure-function
studies limit the length of the functional gating pore to two or
three turns of an a helix.
The idea of a focused field in a short section of the gating pore
fits closely with the requirement for paired substitutions of two
gating charges by small amino acid residues in order to induce
large gating pore currents (Gamal El-Din et al., 2010; Sokolov
et al., 2005). In the 310 conformation, the side chains of two small
hydrophilic residues substituted for two gating charges would
face the lumen of the gating pore across from the An1 and An2
residues of the S2 segment, while the two intervening hydro-
phobic residues would face away from the lumen of the gating
pore (Figure 5C). In this conformation, the hydrophilic side chains
of the amino acid residues substituted for the mutated gating
charges and the side chains of the An1 and An2 residues would
form an artificial (that is, unnatural) ion selectivity filter that would
mediate gating pore current only in the state of the mutant
channels that places the twomutant gating charges in the gating
pore. The placement of two gating chargeswithin the gating pore
may catalyze the outward movement of the S4 segment by
stabilizing two gating charges simultaneously through ion pair
interactions.
How Far Does an S4 Segment Move?
The sliding-helixmodel requires a substantial vertical movement
of the S4 segment through the gating pore in order to translocate
three to four gating charges. In the structural version of the
sliding-helix model presented above, the gating pore is defined
by An1 and An2 in the S2 segment and therefore is 10.5 A˚ in
length. Because three to four gating charges must move all theway through the electric field to account for the measured gating
charge movement of 12–16, the outward movement of the S4
segment must begin with R1 in the gating pore and continue at
least until R4 reaches the gating pore. In this case, nine amino
acid residues in a helical conformation would move outward
past An1 in the S2 segment, requiring an outward movement
of the R1 gating charge of at least 13.5 A˚ with respect to this
position in S2. Because the S4 segment moves outward at an
oblique angle with respect to the membrane surface (Figure 4),
the distance of movement perpendicular to the membrane
surface would be less.
Studies of the purified KVAP channel in phospholipid bilayers
with biotin-avidin labeling methods provided evidence for
a substantial outwardmovement of the S4 segment of the bacte-
rial K+ channel KVAP, in the range of 15 to 20 A˚ relative to the
surface of the lipid bilayer (Ruta et al., 2005). Thus, this direct
chemical-labeling evidence supports a large movement of the
S4 segment relative to the membrane surface. Two complemen-
tary disulfide-locking studies also argue for a large outward
movement of the S4 segment during activation. Disulfide-locking
of cysteine residues substituted for the S4 gating charges with
cysteines substituted at different positions along the S3
segment, showed that the S4 segment moves 12 A˚ with respect
to the S3 segment (Broomand and Elinder, 2008). Disulfide lock-
ing cysteine residues in the S4 segment to cysteines substituted
for An1 and An2 in the S2 segment showed that R1 is disulfide-
locked to An1 in a resting state, whereas R4 is disulfide locked to
An1 in an activated state. This requires outward movement of
nine residues with respect to the position of An1, or a movement
of 13.5 A˚ for the S4 segment (DeCaen et al., 2009; DeCaen et al.,
Biophys. Soc. abstract, 2010). These studies are consistent with
the conclusions of chemical labeling experiments and with the
expectations of the structural version of the sliding-helix model
for S4movement through a short gating pore of10.5 A˚ in length
(Figure 5).
Coupling of Voltage Sensor Activation to Pore Opening
The structure of the KV1.2 channel shows limited contacts
between the pore-forming and voltage-sensing modules (Long
et al., 2005a), consistent with the idea that these modules func-
tion in a largely independent manner. The presence of voltage
sensors without pore-forming modules in the voltage-sensitive
phosphatase Ci-VSP (Murata et al., 2005) and in HV1 channels
(Ramsey et al., 2006; Sasaki et al., 2006) supports this view.
The most definite contact between the voltage-sensing and
pore-forming modules is the S4–S5 linker, which covalently
connects them. Both site-directed mutagenesis studies and
structural studies support the idea that the S4–S5 linker commu-
nicates the conformational change in the voltage sensor to the
pore-forming domain through a pulling force on the S5 segment
(Long et al., 2005b). However, a single point of contact is not
sufficient for effective pulling. Just as a person engaged in
a tug-of-war must have a firm footing on the ground, there
must be another point of leverage for the voltage sensor on the
pore. Disulfide crosslinking studies show that new interactions
form between the extracellular end of the S4 segment and the
extracellular end of the S5 segment upon activation (Broomand
et al., 2003; Gandhi et al., 2003). Moreover, recent structural
studies point to a highly conserved interaction between anNeuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 923
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module, and the S5 segment as a second point of contact (Lee
et al., 2009). It is likely that these points of contact act as
a fulcrum for the voltage sensor to pull on the S4–S5 linker and
open the pore.
Multiple lines of evidence point to bending the S6 segment
and opening of the helical bundle at its intracellular end as the
mechanism of pore opening for the voltage-gated ion channels.
In structural studies of bacterial K+ channels having two trans-
membrane segments (TM1 and TM2), the closed state has the
S6-like TM2 segments in a straight conformation that leads to
their crossing in a bundle to close the pore at its intracellular
end (Doyle et al., 1998), whereas the open state has a bend in
the S6-like TM2 segments to open the intracellular mouth of
the pore (Jiang et al., 2002a, 2002b). This bend occurs at a highly
conserved glycine residue, which also serves as a glycine hinge
and enhances the opening of NaChBac channels (Zhao et al.,
2004). On the other hand, a proline-valine-proline motif in
a more inward position in the S6 segment appears to serve
this function in KV channels (Webster et al., 2004). Nevertheless,
in both cases, it seems that pulling on the S4–S5 linker leads to
bending of the S6 segment and opening of the pore. Together
with the emerging view of themechanism of action of the voltage
sensor, these studies define the complete voltage-dependent
gating process required for activation of a ion channel—electri-
cally driven outward movement and rotation of the S4 segment,
catalyzed by a uniquely designed gating pore, pulling on the
S4–S5 linker, and bending the S6 segments to open the bundle
crossing at their intracellular ends.
Impairment of Ion Channel Gating
in Neurological Disease
Voltage-gated ion channels are the targets for a large number of
mutations that cause inherited diseases. Mutations in multiple
Na+ channel genes expressed in different tissues cause distinct
inherited channelopathies. Almost all of these neurological
diseases have dominant inheritance and are caused by gain-
of-function mutations. These gain of function effects arise
primarily from enhanced activation or impaired inactivation of
ion channels, which can cause different diseases through muta-
tions of the same gene. Mutations that impair fast and/or slow
inactivation of NaV1.4 channels cause paramyotonia congenita
or hyperkalemic periodic paralysis (Jurkat-Rott and Lehmann-
Horn, 2006; Venance et al., 2006). Mutations that enhance
activation of NaV1.7 channels cause inherited erythromelalgia,
characterized by episodes of burning pain, erythema and mild
swelling in the hands and feet triggered by mild warmth or
exercise; whereas mutations that impair fast inactivation cause
paroxysmal extreme pain disorder, characterized by intense
rectal pain (Dib-Hajj et al., 2007). Mutations that enhance activa-
tion of CaV2.1 channels cause familial hemiplegic migraine by
increasing the efficiency of synaptic transmission at excitatory
synapses in the brain (Pietrobon, 2007). Although these disease
mutations often have specific effects on activation or inactiva-
tion, they are spread throughout the ion channel protein in both
voltage-sensing and pore-forming modules and in the inactiva-
tion gate, reflecting the functional coupling of voltage sensor
function to pore-opening and inactivation. Therefore, no single924 Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.molecular mechanism has been proposed that can explain the
defect in ion channel function in any of these diseases. Neverthe-
less, although well-defined molecular mechanisms for the
effects of these disease mutations have not been defined yet,
all of these ion channelopathies result from failure of ion channel
voltage-sensing and its coupling to activation and/or inactivation
gating.
GatingPoreCurrent as aPathophysiologicalMechanism
of Voltage Sensors
Hypokalemic periodic paralysis presents a different picture for
its molecular mechanism. In contrast to the prominent effects
of mutations that cause paramyotonia congenita and hyperkale-
mic periodic paralysis on inactivation of NaV1.4 channels, the
mutations in NaV1.4 channels that cause hypokalemic periodic
paralysis (HypoPP) do not have large or consistent effects on
channel function as assessed in standard voltage clamp exper-
iments (Jurkat-Rott and Lehmann-Horn, 2006; Venance et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, these HypoPP mutations act in a dominant
manner to cause episodic flaccid paralysis associated with low
serum K+ levels and progressive cytopathological changes in
the skeletal muscles of affected individuals who have only
a single mutant allele (Jurkat-Rott and Lehmann-Horn, 2006;
Venance et al., 2006). The combination of dominant periodic
paralysis and cytopathology with lack of evident functional
effects led to a search for unconventional disease mechanisms.
Remarkably, all of the originally described mutations in
HypoPP neutralize the R1 or R2 gating charges in domain II of
NaV1.4 by substitution of Gly, Cys, Ser, or His (Venance et al.,
2006). These mutations correspond precisely in location to the
paired mutations of the R1 and R2 gating charges in brain
NaV1.2 channels that cause large gating pore currents (9% of
peak Na+ current; Sokolov et al., 2005). Following up this lead,
measurements of leak currents of these single mutant NaV1.4
channels expressed in the cut-open Xenopus oocyte prepara-
tion revealed a small gating pore current, 1% of peak Na+
current for the mutant R2G (Figure 3B; Sokolov et al., 2007).
Like the corresponding mutations in NaV1.2 channels (Sokolov
et al., 2005), mutations of the R1 and R2 gating charges in
NaV1.4 conducted gating pore current in the resting state, which
was blocked by depolarizations that activate the voltage sensor
(Figure 3B; Sokolov et al., 2007; Struyk and Cannon, 2007).
Evidently, gating pore current is conducted only when the
defective R1 or R2 gating charge is located in the gating pore
in the resting state and is blocked when the normal R3 and/or
R4 gating charges replace the defective gating charge in the
gating pore in the activated state.
The gating pore current conducted by the R2G mutant
is weakly selective among inorganic monovalent cations
(Cs+K+ > Na+Li+) but conducts large organic cations such
as tetramethylammonium or N-methyl-D-glucamine very poorly,
if at all (Sokolov et al., 2007). In contrast, the R2Hmutant is selec-
tive for protons, presumably because of the specific interaction
of histidine with protons (Struyk and Cannon, 2007), as previ-
ously observed for Shaker K+ channels with substitutions of
histidine for gating charges (Starace and Bezanilla, 2004).
Surprisingly, both R2G and R2H mutants conduct much larger
(>10-fold) gating pore currents when guanidine is the current
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This selective permeability of guanidine suggests that it passes
precisely through the position of the missing guanidine moiety
from the wild-type arginine side chain in the gating pore. In
contrast to the nonselective conductance of monovalent
cations, the R2G gating pore is blocked by a range of divalent
and trivalent cations in the concentration range from 100 mM
up to 10 mM (Sokolov et al., 2007; Sokolov et al., 2010). Ca2+
is not permeant through the gating pore and is a weak blocker
in the mM concentration range (Sokolov et al., 2007).
Recent human genetic studies have uncovered additional
mutations that cause periodic paralysis with some characteris-
tics of HypoPP. One particularly interesting example is provided
by studies of families with mutations in the R3 gating charge
(Vicart et al., 2004). The affected individuals have normokalemic
periodic paralysis (NormoPP), which resembles HypoPP but
paralysis occurs at normal levels of serum K+ (Fontaine, 2008;
Vicart et al., 2004). As expected from previous structure-function
studies of NaV1.2 channels (Sokolov et al., 2005), these Nor-
moPP mutations in the R3 gating charge cause gating pore
current in the activated state, which is lost on repolarization to
return NaV1.4 channels to the resting state (Figure 3B; Sokolov
et al., 2008a). These results fit closely with the idea that gating
pore current is generated when the defective R3 gating charge
in present in the gating pore in the activated state but is blocked
when that defective gating charge moves out of the gating pore
in the resting state.
Because gating pore currents in HypoPP and NormoPP are in
the range of 1% or less of the peak Na+ current conducted
through the central pore of NaV1.4 channels, it is important to
consider how this small leak current could cause pathophysi-
ology. The key point is that the leak current is conducted
continuously, whereas the peak Na+ current only occurs for
a millisecond during an action potential. In the case of the R2G
mutant (Sokolov et al., 2007), calculations suggest that the rate
of entry of Na+ at the resting membrane potential would be
increased as much as 20-fold by the gating pore current. Such
a large increase in Na+ entry would be sufficient to cause
depolarization and Na+ overload, dominant impairment of action
potential generation by the wild-type NaV1.4 channels encoded
by the unaffected allele, and cytopathology owing to osmotic
and ionic imbalance and the increased energetic cost of pump-
ing Na+ out of the cell, as observed in patient muscle fibers
(Jurkat-Rott and Lehmann-Horn, 2006; Jurkat-Rott et al.,
2009). In the case of R2H and other histidine mutants, it is likely
that a similar pathophysiological situation arises indirectly, as
protons leak into the cell, activate Na+/H+ exchange, and bring
excess Na+ into the cell (Jurkat-Rott et al., 2009; Struyk and
Cannon, 2007). These ionic changes may also create bistable
eletrophysiological conditions and thereby impair normal action
potential generation (Jurkat-Rott et al., 2009; Struyk and
Cannon, 2008). Finally, in the case of NormoPP mutations, it is
likely that the slow-inactivated state plays an important role in
pathophysiology (Sokolov et al., 2008b). Conductance of gating
pore current in only the activated state would be unlikely to
cause pathophysiology because of its short duration. However,
the R3 gating charge mutants that cause NormoPP also conduct
gating pore current in the slow-inactivated state (Sokolov et al.,2008b). Since slow inactivation occurs progressively during the
long, high-frequency trains of action potentials that drive forceful
contractions and reverses only very slowly (Ruff, 2008), conduc-
tance of gating pore current in the slow inactivated state would
be sufficient to cause disease pathology by Na+ overload, as
for R1 and R2 gating charge mutants.
HypoPP is also caused by mutations in the skeletal muscle
CaV1.1 channel (Venance et al., 2006), which is responsible for
excitation-contraction coupling. Here again, only mutations in
the R1 or R2 gating charges have been found to cause the
disease (Venance et al., 2006). Therefore, although difficulties
of high-level expression of CaV1.1 channels have so far thwarted
attempts to detect gating pore current, it is very likely that this
alternative form of HypoPP is caused by gating pore current
through the mutant voltage sensors of CaV1.1 channels.
There are no other ion channelopathies described to date in
which all of the mutations are in gating charges in voltage
sensors, so there may be no other diseases in which the primary
pathophysiology is caused by gating pore current. However,
a survey of mutations in the OMIM database revealed several
mutations in a variety of channelopathies (including other peri-
odic paralyses, inherited migraine, and inherited chronic pain)
in which the R1, R2, or R3 gating charges are converted to small
hydrophilic residues (Sokolov et al., 2007). If these mutants do
indeed conduct gating pore current, it may lead to allele-specific
aspects of the pathophysiology of these diseases that have not
yet been accounted for by other pathophysiologic mechanisms.
Thus, the role of gating pore current in ion channelopathies may
extend beyond the HypoPP and NormoPP.
A Perspective on Voltage Sensors as Drug Targets
Research on the structure and function of voltage sensors has
important implications for pathophysiology, drug discovery,
and translational research. As outlined above, the role of gating
pore current as a pathophysiological mechanism in HypoPP and
NormoPP followed directly from studies of voltage sensor struc-
ture and function. Understanding voltage sensor structure and
function will also open novel opportunities in ion channel phar-
macology. Ion channel blocking drugs used most frequently in
current therapy (local anesthetics, antiarrhythmics, antiepilep-
tics) nearly all bind in pore-forming modules and are not highly
selective among multiple related members of their ion channel
family. These drugs derive their therapeutic usefulness from their
characteristic frequency- and voltage-dependent block, arising
from selective binding to activated and inactivated channels
according to the modulated receptor model (Hille, 1977). This
mode of binding endows them with a degree of specificity for
blocking ion channels in depolarized and rapidly firing cells,
which are frequently the source of pain signals and pathophysi-
ology. However, increased specificity based on the amino acid
sequence differences among ion channels would enhance the
utility and safety of these drugs.
A major reason why ion channel blocking drugs are not selec-
tive is that they target the pore-forming modules that are highly
conserved among channels with the same ion selectivity. In
contrast, amino acid sequence variation among voltage-sensing
modules is greater, and many natural toxins bind to voltage
sensors of individual voltage sensors in a highly specific manner,Neuron 67, September 23, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 925
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have been used as probes in the structure-function studies of
voltage sensors in experiments discussed above. These toxins
have highly state-dependent binding, which could be captured
to great advantage in small molecules targeted to voltage
sensors. Such drug candidates could potentially retain
frequency- and voltage-dependent binding as a mechanism of
drug specificity, along with added selectivity from recognition
of unique amino acid sequences in their voltage sensor targets.
The emerging knowledge of voltage sensor structure and
function reviewed here will help to define the molecular basis
for rational drug discovery efforts aimed at voltage sensors as
drug targets.
The discovery that diseases are caused by voltage-sensor
mutations that generate gating pore current also opens up
therapeutic opportunities. Surprisingly, block of gating pore
current by divalent cations and by a substituted guanidine
derivative does not alter normal gating and function of NaV1.4
channels (Sokolov et al., 2010). Therefore, small molecules that
block gating pore current with high affinity and specificity could
be therapeutically useful in HypoPP, NormoPP, and other
channelopathies in which gating pore current may contribute
to allele-specific pathophysiology. Design of such agents will
benefit from the emerging knowledge of the structure of the
normal gating pore and the effects that mutations of gating
charges may have on it. The horizon seems bright for develop-
ment of a new generation of highly selective drugs that alter
voltage sensor function and/or block gating pore current in
a state-dependent manner as a novel therapeutic mechanism.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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